
From: Long, Remy
To: Beattie, Kelly
Subject: FW: moved to Denver?
Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2019 11:55:28 AM

Here is Alex Perlamn’s resignation.
 
Remy
 
From: Alex Perlman < > 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 7:09 PM
To: Jen Fike < >
Cc: Long, Remy <RLong@a2gov.org>
Subject: Re: moved to Denver?
 
Hi Jen,
I did move to Denver 6/1 and started a new position shortly after that has had me on
the road quite a bit. I continue to own my property in Ann Arbor and it had been my
plan to attend GAC meetings. I had to be in NYC last meeting during the strategy
kick-off. I had hoped to call in, but learned that is against the open meetings rules. I'd
be happy to discuss transitioning off of GAC as the real estate professional when
appropriate. 
 
Here is a formal statement that can be shared on my behalf at the 8/1 meeting. I'm
sorry that I haven't had the opportunity to report in sooner- thanks Jen. 
 
"Dear GAC, 
Over the last two months I have transitioned out of living in Ann Arbor to work with
Prologis, a global operator of industrial real estate, leading their solar development as
a member of their Global Energy team.
Unfortunately, this has put my schedule in conflict with the timing of recent GAC
meetings and the strategy sessions that I had hoped to be involved in. In respect to
the commission and community, I would be happy to work through a transition of my
seat as the Real Estate Professional to another community member who qualifies and
will encourage my contacts to apply. In the meantime, it has been my intention to
share commentary during the strategy sessions on the recent announcement by the
State on the Farmland and Open Space Preservation Program that allows preserved,
agricultural, land to be developed into solar arrays. This was a timely announcement
by the state that I believe GAC will encounter and need to consider during the
strategic planning process. I am happy to be a resource now and anytime in the
future. Over the next few weeks, I will work with Jen and Remy to follow the correct
process for facilitating a transition. It has been a pleasure serving the community with
all of you- this work has been extremely meaningful to me. Thank you, Alex Perlman."
 
 
 
 
 



On Jul 30, 2019, at 3:27 PM, Jennifer Fike > wrote:

Hi Alex,
 
I met someone who used to work at Oxford this week and he mentioned
that you'd moved to Denver this spring so I'm writing to confirm this?
 
Jennifer

 
 




